With the introduction of the DNA origami technique, it became possible to rapidly synthesize almost arbitrarily shaped molecular nanostructures at nearly stoichiometric yields. The technique furthermore provides absolute addressability in the sub-nm range, rendering DNA origami nanostructures highly attractive substrates for the controlled arrangement of functional species such as proteins, dyes, and nanoparticles. Consequently, DNAorigami nanostructures have found applications in numerous areas of fundamental and applied research, ranging from drug delivery to biosensing to plasmonics to inorganic materials synthesis. Since many of those applications rely on structurally intact, well-definedDNA origami shapes, the issue of DNA origami stability under numerous application-relevant environmental conditions has received increasing interest in the past few years. In this mini-review we discuss the structural stability, denaturation, and degradation of DNA origami nanostructures under different conditions relevant to the fields of biophysics and biochemistry, biomedicine, and materials science, and the methods to improve their stability for desired applications.
Introduction
During the brief history of structural DNA nanotechnology, the field has taken significant leaps from the very first branched DNA structures comprised of just a few DNA strands [1] to complex DNA shapes that are made of hundreds of DNA molecules [2] [3] [4] . As a result of this evolution we have acquired an ever-expanding toolbox of design techniques and software for creating custom and extremely precise nanostructures using DNA molecules as construction material. Even so, the ultimate goal in DNA nanotechnology is not only building these intricate DNA nanoshapes, but rather setting them in action. Very recently, the research field has reached the enabled state [5] at which biophysical, nanomedical, and materials science applications are increasingly coming into view [2, 4, 6] .
A key player in the recently witnessed rapid development is the DNA origami technique [7] , which is based on folding a long single-stranded scaffold strand into a desired shape with the help of dozens of short oligonucleotides. This technique provides a straightforward means to assemble user-definedDNA nanoshapes with sub-nanometer addressability [8] . Since its invention in 2006, the method has been further advanced and nowadays enables the fabrication of both 2D [7] and 3D structures [9, 10] as well as curved and twisted shapes [11, 12] . These relatively complex structures usually have molecular weights of a few megadalton and dimensions in the sub-100 nm range. Recent advances have extended this range to micrometer and gigadalton scales, respectively, using hierarchical assembly [13, 14] . Other studies have introduced automated design strategies for wireframe-basedDNA origami [15] [16] [17] and demonstrated the mass production of DNA origami at affordable cost [18] . These recent advances will undoubtedly pave the way for many real-life applications, including biosensing [19, 20] , templated material synthesis [21] [22] [23] , drug delivery [24, 25] , nanophotonics and plasmonics [26, 27] , nanoelectronics [28] [29] [30] , and nanorobotics [31] [32] [33] .
Although the abovementioned proof-of-concept implementations show the enormous potential of DNA origami, their utilization in the real-life applications requires detailed understanding of the structural and functional effects exerted by the surrounding environment. In particular, this is a pertinent issue for drug delivery, as the intended purpose of a DNA origami vehicle might easily get compromised in biological media. On the other hand, in materials science-related implementations, the DNA origami nanostructure itself may require specific conditions to reach its actual utility. Therefore, the structural stability of DNA origami is arguably a key issue that needs to be addressed to qualify DNA origami for numerous practical applications. In this mini-review, we discuss the DNA origami stability and degradation, as well as techniques to improve their resiliency, under a wide range of specific conditions related to a cornucopia of intriguing applications in biophysics and biochemistry (Section 2), biomedicine (Section 3), and materials science (Section 4).
Biophysical and biochemical applications
One of the first applications of DNA origami nanostructures was as molecular breadboards for the immobilization of chemical species and the visualization of chemical reactions at a single-molecule level using atomic force microscopy (AFM) [34] . Since then, numerous studies have employed DNA origami substrates in single-molecule studies of biophysical and biochemical processes [35, 36] , ranging from conformational transitions in DNA [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] to the movement of molecular motors [42] [43] [44] [45] to DNA radiation damage [46] [47] [48] [49] . Maintaining the structural integrity of the DNA origami may, however, pose significant limitations regarding their applicability in biophysical and biochemical studies. Most protocols for DNA origami assembly are based on Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer supplemented with mM concentrations of Mg 2+ .
These conditions, however, may not be compatible with the systems under investigation and interfere for instance with enzyme activity [50] or fluorescence emission [51] . On the other hand, deviations from these buffering conditions may compromise DNA origami integrity. Therefore, various studies have investigated the stability and denaturation of DNA origami nanostructures in different media. Fig. 1A ) [52] . Such superstructuredependent effects on DNA origami stability are usually difficult to predict, and can arise from the contribution of multiple parameters, such as the chosen lattice type, compactness and charge density, structural flexibility, and strain associated with curvature [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . Wang et al. studied the stability of DNA origami nanotubes in different buffers typically employed in the crystallization of various proteins, i.e., lysozyme, thaumatin, human serum albumin, and catalase, and assessed the effects of cations, pH, protein precipitants, and type of the buffering agent [57] . While DNA origami assembly in these buffers did not result in any intact nanotubes, once-assembledDNA origami could successfully be transferred into catalase protein crystallization buffer (see Fig. 1B the DNA origami nanotubes were found to be stable in Tris, HEPES, PEPES, and MES buffers, and in the presence of precipitating agents such as various alcohols and polymers, as well as NaCl at concentrations up to 3 M. They were also stable at pH values between 5 and 10, whereas DNA origami denaturation was observed at pH 4. Another study reported intact DNA origami nanostructures in the pH range from 4.5 to 9.5, which enabled their reversible multimerization by employing pH-sensitivei-motif and triplex DNA structures [58] . The study of protein folding and unfolding is an important research area in biophysics and increasingly investigated in singlemolecule experiments using fluorescence techniques [59] . While such single-molecule measurements could benefit tremendously from using DNA origami nanostructures as substrates [41] , they typically require the addition of high concentrations of denaturants such as urea or guanidinium chloride (GdmCl) to induce protein unfolding [60] . Maintaining DNA origami integrity under such denaturing conditions therefore is an important issue. As was demonstrated by Ramakrishnan et al., 2D DNA origami triangles remain mostly intact at room temperature in both 6 M urea and 6 M GdmCl for at least 24 h [61] . At elevated temperatures, however, DNA origami denaturation was observed and governed by the distribution of melting temperatures of the individual staple strands which may result in the structural collapse of the DNA origami at temperatures well below its global melting temperature (see Fig. 1C ). Interestingly, DNAorigami stability at elevated temperatures can be improved in urea by increasing the concentration of cations in the buffer [62] . On the contrary, in GdmCl the elevated cation concentrations resulted in enhanced denaturation (see Fig. 1D ), which was attributed to a salting-out of Gdm + ions to the hydrophobic base stack of the DNA origami [62] . These effects are expected to again show a superstructure-dependence, which, however, may turn out even more complex due to the interplay of stabilizing and destabilizing contributions involving both inter-and intramolecular electrostatic interactions.
Finally, it has been demonstrated that DNA origami nanostructures can be stabilized by covalent cross-linking [63, 64] . This was achieved by Rajendran et al. by exposing of DNA origami nanostructures to 8-methoxypsoralen (8-MOP) and subsequent irradiation with UVA light, which induced the formation of covalent 8-MOPpyrimidineadducts [63] . This MOP-8-mediatedphoto-cross-linking resulted in a drastic increase in the melting temperature of the DNA origami by 30°C (see Fig. 1E ). Gerling et al. utilized the UVB-induced formation of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) between thymine-modifiedstaples within DNA origami nanostructures in order to increase their stability [64] . 3D DNA origami nanostructures cross-linked in this way were found to survive temperatures up to 90°C. However, UVB and especially UVC irradiation was found to lead to DNA origami degradation at elevated irradiation doses, whereas longwavelengthUVA irradiation did not result in significant DNA origami damage even at doses of 200 kJ/m 2 [65] .
Biomedical applications
Nanotechnology-based drug delivery systems [66] [67] [68] [69] have been widely studied to overcome limitations of conventional therapeutics, e.g., insolubility of drugs, specificity in targeting, multiple targeting, controlled release, and extended availability of the drug. However, there are also many disadvantages encountered in the various nanoparticlebased approaches, such as possible adverse immune effects and cytotoxicity, and experimental challenges in controlling the particle size and surface functionalization [70] . DNA origami nanostructures have the advantage that they are fully biocompatible, have defined sizes and shapes, and their surfaces can be modified in a precisely controlled manner. Moreover, DNA nanostructures can be loaded with drug molecules via different routes such as intercalation or DNA-conjugation. For example, doxorubicin-loadedDNA origami have been successfully used both invitro [71] and invivo [72] .
When DNA origami are used in cellular environments, there are several factors that may affect their structural integrity. In cell cultures, tissue cultures, or invivo, DNA origami encounter low physiological cation concentrations and various different pH levels in distinct cellular compartments. In biological environments, DNA origami structures also face the active DNA-degrading machinery of cells. Digestion of genomic DNA is an important aspect in the homeostasis of living organisms [73, 74] and takes place in the nucleus, cytoplasm, and extracellular space at various conditions involving different nucleases.
Castro et al. tested the stability of 18-, 24-, and 32-helix bundles against DNase I, T7 endonuclease I, T7 exonuclease, Escherichia coli exonuclease I, lambda exonuclease, and MseI restriction endonuclease [75] . The authors found that only DNase I and T7 endonuclease I degraded the test objects, while the other nucleases did not. This is a particularly important observation, since DNase I is the most abundant nuclease in blood and plasma [74, 76] . In general, DNA origami have been reported to be more resistant to DNase I degradation than regular doublestranded DNA. The rate of digestion depends on the superstructure, so that closely-packed and compact structures are degraded more slowly [54, 75] . Nevertheless, DNase I digestion still takes place in so short timescales that it represents one of the most crucial issues regarding the invivo stability and applicability of the structures.
Hahn et al. studied the effects of low magnesium concentration and nucleases on DNA origami stability in tissue culture media [53] . Out of the studied octahedra, 6-helix bundles, and 24-helix rods, only 6-helix bundles remained intact in low-magnesium tissue culture medium after 24 h incubation, despite its relatively high concentration of monovalent cations. Furthermore, all structures showed slow degradation in the presence of 10 % nuclease-containing fetal bovine serum (FBS), resulting in complete structural collapse after 24 h. Heat inactivation of the nucleases in FBS was found to reduce the rate of DNA origami degradation. Benson et al. and Veneziano et al. [15, 17] reported that wireframe-basedDNA origami are stable in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Media (DMEM) supplemented with FBS. Ahmadi et al., for one, showed that multilayer origami and wireframe structures were stable in DMEM with FBS [54] . In contrast, Jiang et al. reported that box-like 3D DNA origami nanostructures are extremely sensitive toward FBS and undergo almost instant degradation at serum concentrations as low as 0.1 % [77] .
In drug delivery, the stability of DNA origami is also linked to their transfection efficiency and localization inside the cell. Structures that are not internalized may not be able to carry out their desired function and eventually, they will get degraded in the DNase I-rich extracellular environment. Even after a successful transfection, however, the DNA origami may be readily directed to lysosomal degradation pathways. Shen et al. thus investigated the stability and distribution of DNA origami nanotubes in breast cancer cells [78] . After 12 h of incubation, most of the DNA origami were localized in the lysosomes, where they remained intact up to 24 h. After 60 h, however, complete degradation of the DNA origami nanostructures was observed.
Being aware of the stability-related challenges associated with biological environments, many recent studies have focused on developing methods to increase the stability of DNA origami nanostructures in biological applications. Most notably, these approaches include various methods to coat the structures non-covalently with other molecules (Fig. 2) . DNA origami have been encapsulated with virus-mimicking lipid bilayers ( Fig. 2A) [79] , virus capsid proteins (from chlorotic cowpea mottle virus (CCMV)) using electrostatic interactions (Fig. 2B ) [80] , other proteins, such as bovine serum albumin (BSA), proteinpolymer, and protein-dendron conjugates (Fig. 2C) [81] [82] [83] [84] , and variouscationic polymers such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) -oligoand polylysines, chitosan, polyethylenimine (PEI) and PEG-poly (2-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (PEG-PDMAEMA)) -based copolymers (Fig. 2D) [54, [85] [86] [87] [88] . Shielding provided by the coating agents has been demonstrated to result in restricted accessibility of enclosed cargo [87] , increased DNA origami resistance against DNase I digestion [79] . (B) DNA origami encapsulated with CCMV capsid proteins [80] . (C) DNA origami coated with BSA-dendron conjugate (top left) [84] . DNA nanocage linked to BSA (top right) [81] . DNA strands, DNA origami sheets, and tetrahedron coated with peptide-polymer conjugates (low panel) [82, 83] . (D) DNA origami shapes coated by synthetic cationic polymers; PEG-PDMAEMA-, PEG-oligolysine-and PEG-polylysine-based copolymers [85, 87, 88] . (E) Electrotransfection of DNA origami folded with Spd 3+ [86] . [ 54, 79, [83] [84] [85] 88] , stability in low-salt conditions [54, 83, 85, 88] , and attenuated immune response [79, 84] . Transfection efficiency of DNA origami structures has been shown to depend on the mass and shape of the structures so that compact, low-aspect ratio structures are more efficiently internalized [89, 90] , but in general, highly polar DNA structures cross lipid bilayers weakly and have relatively low transfection efficiency. Several of these coating strategies have also been shown to improve transfection efficiency of the DNA structures [79, 80, 84] . In addition, DNA origami folded in spermidine (Spd 3+ ) containing buffers have been shown to withstand high electric field pulses, so that these structures could be transported into both mammalian and bacterial cells using electrotransfection (Fig. 2E) [86] .
Materials science applications
DNA origami nanostructures are also increasingly employed in various materials science applications. Many studies have used DNA origami nanostructures as templates or lithography masks in order to transfer their shapes into other biological [22, [91] [92] [93] , organic [94] [95] [96] [97] , and especially inorganic materials [21, 23, 29, 30, [98] [99] [100] [101] . Even if this requires conditions that deviate from the usual solution conditions, the shapes of the DNA origami templates are often transferred in a single processing step, so that their structural stability is usually of little concern. However, some applications require more complex transfer procedures involving several rather harsh processing steps that may damage the DNA origami nanostructures. For instance, Jin et al. have transferred DNA nanostructure shapes into graphene by reactive ion etching [100] . Since ion etching destroyed the DNA templates, they had to be metallized prior to the etching step. DNA origami metallization, however, may not only alter the size and shape of the original structures, but also introduce undesired and sometimes harmful contaminations, for instance in semiconductor device fabrication. Fortunately, DNA origami nanostructures have been found to remain structurally intact under a large variety of conditions frequently encountered in lithographic and thin film processing.
Pillers et al. for instance investigated the thermal stability of DNA origami nanostructures adsorbed to mica surfaces [102] . They found that the adsorbed DNA origami could withstand temperatures of 150°C in air for at least 45 min. At higher temperatures of 250°C, however, decomposition of the DNA origami was observed (see Fig. 3A) . A broader study of the stability of DNA origami nanostructures adsorbed on SiO 2 surfaces was carried out by Kim et al. who investigated the effects of several chemical environments relevant for various lithographic processing and film deposition techniques [103] . The authors found adsorbed DNA origami triangles to survive heating in air and argon atmospheres up to 200°C without visual signs of decomposition. Prolonged exposure of the DNA origami triangles up to at least 24 h to organic solvents (hexane, ethanol, and toluene) did not result in any significant changes in DNA origami structure. Exposure to deionized water, on the other hand, did not only induce DNA origami desorption from the SiO 2 surface but also sometimes led to significant damage. Similar observations were made for incubation in NaCl solutions but with additional salt accumulation on the DNA origami. Low pH values below 4 were found to denature the DNA origami triangles whereas their structural integrity was well preserved up to pH 11. Most remarkably, under highly oxidizing conditions, i.e. exposure to UV/ozone, the DNA origami nanostructures were found to maintain their original shape for several minutes (see Fig. 3B ). Immobilization of DNA origami on SiO 2 surfaces is a prerequisite for many applications in materials science and typically achieved by addition of high concentrations (0.1-0.5 M)of Mg 2+ ions [101, [104] [105] [106] .
This, however, may result in residual salt deposits on the surfaces, which can interfere with subsequent processing steps. In order to avoid salt residues, Linko et al. employed a spray coating technique to homogenously deposit DNA origami nanostructures at low densities over large surface areas [107] . To this end, the Mg 2+ -containing assembly buffer was exchanged against pure water right before the spray coating step, resulting in residual Mg 2+ concentrations in the low-μM range. Despite being immersed in essentially salt-free medium and sprayed onto the substrate at 3bar pressure, the DNA origami nanostructures were found to remain structurally intact (see Fig. 3C ).
Despite the extraordinarily high stability of adsorbed DNA origami nanostructures immobilized at a solid substrate discussed above, two key issues have been identified that limit post-immobilization processing of DNA origami: their limited mechanical stability and their sensitivity toward exposure to pure water which rapidly induces desorption and shape distortions. Both effects for instance limit the repeated application of DNA nanostructure masters in polymer imprinting [94] . This problem, however, may be overcome by coating the immobilized DNA origami nanostructures with a thin protective film. To this end, Kim et al. employed atomic layer deposition (ALD) of thin (2-5 nm) Al 2 O 3 films and showed that such films not only perfectly reproduce the shape of DNA origami triangles and DNA nanotubes, but also protect the DNA nanostructure masters during repeated imprinting, washing with pure water, and extended UV/ozone exposure for 1 h [108] . In a similar approach, Matković et al. used single-layer graphene as a protective layer on top of DNA origami nanostructures adsorbed on SiO 2 surfaces [109] . This graphene layer reproduced the triangular shape of the DNA origami remarkably well, while at the same time protecting them against mechanical damage during contact-mode atomic force microscopy imaging, as well as exposure to pure water for at least 30min (see Fig. 3D ).
Summary and perspective
DNA origami nanostructures are nowadays employed in a multitude of applications in which they may encounter very different environments. Just as numerous and diverse are the effects that these environments may have on the structural and functional properties of a given DNA origami. In particular, DNA in general shows an intrinsic sensitivity toward temperature, cation concentration, and nuclease attack. Consequently, a number of protection strategies employing various coatings and chemical modifications have been developed in order to ensure structural stability of DNA origami under such highly relevant conditions. Nevertheless, DNA origami have been found surprisingly stable under a number of rather extreme conditions. In particular, dry DNA origami adsorbed on a solid substrate have been shown to survive a number of remarkably harsh environmental conditions, including high temperatures and UV/ozone exposure [102, 103] , which qualifies them for numerous applications in templated materials synthesis. DNA origami may maintain their structural integrity also under highly denaturing conditions in solution, for instance in the presence of highly concentrated chaotropic agents [61] . However, the interaction of such chaotropic denaturants with DNA origami nanostructures appears to be highly complex and exhibits some rather unexpected features, such as denaturant-specific modes of attack [61] and the gradual destabilization of DNA origami in GdmCl by increasing cation concentrations [62] . Understanding these complex processes will require further experimental and theoretical investigations of the molecular mechanisms involved.
In stark contrast to the observations above, more natural/biological conditions may result in rapid DNA origami degradation, as exemplified by the almost instantaneous disintegration of a 3D DNA origami box in 0.1 % serum [77] . This is even more surprising when compared to the study by Hahn et al., who observed a much slower digestion of several 3D DNA origami in 10 % serum over several hours [53] . These observations suggest that DNA origami design and superstructure may play a dominant role in DNA origami digestion by modulating nuclease attack [110] . Although DNA origami superstructure has already been identified to govern nanostructural stability under low-magnesium conditions [52, 53] , the nature of these effects is so far only poorly understood. Elucidating the molecular mechanisms of such superstructure-dependent effects holds the promise of the rational design of nucleaseresistantDNA origami nanostructures [111] with a broad range of applications in biomedical science.
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